TO: SAC J. GORDON SHANKLIN (100-10461)  
FROM: SA ROBERT J. DENEEN

SUBJECT: LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka. IS - R - CUBA

Re: JEAN HILL

Re: Buairtel to Dallas, 3/9/64.

Attached hereto are pages 23-36 and serial 3649 reflecting comments of New York Attorney MARK LEE, and pages 35 and 36 of ES:33-1768 reflecting prior interview of JEAN HILL and MARY ANN MOORMAN.

LEADS:

AT DALLAS

1) Reinterview JEAN HILL to ascertain whether she is a teacher and to determine how many shots he heard, as well as any other additional information she may possess.

2) Will report results of interview on appropriate FD-302 for inclusion in next report and from which appropriate letterhead memorandum may be prepared.
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